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Call for Tender  
Consultancy Assignment – FairInsight  

1 Background 
The FairInsight project is driven by Fairtrade, with the goal to empower 1,700+ Fairtrade producer 
organizations that represent over 1.8 million farmers and workers in the global south to be in the driving seat 
to manage their data and information and benefit from the potential of digitalization.  

FairInsight is envisioned as an innovative platform tailored to producers that would allow them to have a 
digital identity to safely store and manage their data and connect to the digital supply chain. The aim is to 
support producers to access relevant financial, purchasing, farm, assurance and commercial services to 
invest in and promote their business and improve livelihood and wellbeing of their household and wider 
communities.  

The platform will be producer-centric, managed and governed by Producer Networks. Expected outcome: 
access to information that will enable them to improve their competitiveness, productivity, income generation 
and sustainability compliance (including environmental, social and economic sustainability). Co-ownership 
will enable producer organizations to decide how, and with whom to share their data, via the Producer 
Networks on the data governance to enhance Fairtrade and its offering through aggregated data analysis.  

Immediate focus of FairInsight platform implementation will be on the Premium Use Reporting.  

2 Context  
In this context, FLOCERT is contracted to support the technical design of the FairInsight 
architecture as solving the challenges faced in the 1st Mile, is fundamental to the future 
architecture of the Fairtrade system. 

It has been identified that a common understanding, within the Movement, of the value of a digital 
ecosystem that engages actors in Fairtrade supply chains, is needed. This ecosystem, referred to 
as the Fair Ecosystem, will be the overarching infrastructure in which the FairInsight platform sits 
(i.e Similar to the operating system of your smartphone). 

As mentioned above, FairInsight is envisioned as an innovative platform that would allow producers 
to safely store and manage their data and connect to the digital supply chain (i.e. the app store for 
PNs). To facilitate the exchange of information and to leverage applications already in the market, it 
is envisaged that a Developer Ecosystem will be created. The Developer Ecosystem will allow apps 
from varying developers to be accessible and share data with the FairInsight Core Application. In 
other words - the Developer Ecosystem allows for the varying farmer apps already in use within the 
system to interact with the FairInsight Core Application via the respective standard interfaces (APIs) 
(i.e. the app store for producers).  

Premium Use Reporting Tool: In order to fast track the development of the FairInsight Core 
Application, FLOCERT is also requested to manage the development of a minimal viable product 
(MVP) for the first feature “premium use reporting tool”. 
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3 Objective & Purpose 

The overall objective of the consultancy is to converge the concept of a Fair Ecosystem into a tangible 
solution architecture as well as to act as “product owner” in the MVP development of the premium use 
reporting tool.  

The overall project is structured into 4 work streams. The consultancy is focusing on  

1. Fair Ecosystem – converge the macro concept into tangible inputs for the other work streams  

2. FairInsight Core Application – be the product owner for the fast track MVP as well as manage the 
vendor selection process for the technical partner  

3. Developer Ecosystem – create the business concept and manage the selection process for a partner 
to orchestrate the developer ecosystem  

4. Overall project plan:  

 

Adoption of Agile implementation approach is required.  
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4 Tasks & Deliverables  

4.1 Tasks  
The overall tasks are:  

 

Fair Ecosystem  

Take the high-level concept idea of a Fair Ecosystem to the next level by  

- (1) benchmarking the concept against existing ecosystems and  

- (2) estimate costs for base ecosystem development and run costs.  

 

Developer Ecosystem  

In order to match the needs of Fairtrade producers, we see the need for a Developer Ecosystem. In this 
context the tasks are  

- design the organisation and processes needed to operate/support a Developer Ecosystem 

- develop the business specification for the Developer Ecosystem 

- develop the selection criteria and call for tender for a partner to manage the developer ecosystem 

- conduct the potential partner interviews and make a final recommendation to the FairInsights steering 
committee. 

- support in the development of initial set of guidelines and standards for the Developer Ecosystem 

 

FairInsight Core Application  

The consultant is asked to identify the most suitable vendor (software development company) to develop and 
support the FairInsight Core Application. Tasks are  

- Develop vendor selection criteria for the FairInsight Core Application vendor process  

- Develop the Call for Tender documentation and administer the vendor selection process  

- Conduct Vendor selection interviews  

- Present Technical Design to selected vendor to ensure their understanding and comprehension of the 
project. 

 

Development of MVP on premium use reporting tool 
 

- Act as product owner for the agile development of the MVP to fully understand the business 
requirements 

- Support on-going refinement of business requirements and translation into functional specifications  

- Collaborate with the FairInsight project manager on the coordination of the project with all stakeholders 
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4.2 Deliverables  
Key deliverables:  

- Creation of a Fair Ecosystem Concept including benchmarks of existing ecosystems  

- Estimation of costs for a basic Fair Ecosystem development & run costs 

- Business Specification for Developer Ecosystem 

- Development of Call to Tender documents for both processes 

- Development of Vendor Selection Criteria for both processes 

- Recommendation of vendor/partner to FairInsight Steering Committee for both processes 

- Developed MVP on premium use reporting tool 

 

5 Terms & Conditions  

5.1 Timelines  
The start of the project is planned for the beginning of October 2020 (depending on the tender process 
duration) with the operable MVP delivery for beginning of January 2021.  

The overall project duration is estimated to be 9 months.  

5.2 Requirements  
The consultant for this assignment should have the following expertise: 

 Proven experience in researching and designing of solutions respectively business models/cases;  

 Experience in digital business models especially in the context of ecosystems; 

 Ability and experience in writing easy-to-understand concepts;  

 Proven experience working as business analyst;  

 Proven experiences with digital solution development with Agile approach;  

 Good understanding of technical capacity in developing countries; 

 Excellent communication skills and ability to communicate effectively about technical solutions with 
non-IT people; 

 Affinity and experience in working and coordinating with people with varying cultural backgrounds; 

 Fluency in English, multi-language is desirable (Spanish, French…). 

5.3 How to apply  
Interested parties can present their proposals by sending an e-mail to Frank Brinkschneider 
(f.brinkschneider@flocert.net) indicating “Service provider assignment – FairInsight Consultancy” in the 
subject line. The proposal should include the following information: 

- a brief description of the professional expertise relevant for the project 

- a short summary on how you would like to approach the consultancy   

- an estimate on the days needed to deliver on the tasks outlined 

- proposed day rates  

- CV  
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Deadline to submit application: before October 2nd  

5.4 Criteria for evaluation: 
The proposals will be evaluated according to the following criteria: 

- Relevant professional expertise  

- Familiarity with the subject matter 

- Approach suggested  

- Requested days & day rates 

- Availability short term  

 

 

 

Bonn, 21 September 2020  


